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Abstract  
 
Hydraulics is a very difficult part in Nature science. It consists of Normal 
Physics, hydromechanics and other acknowledges which are also very 
intricate for understanding, and water flow in flooding condition should 
be more complex than any other situations. We really like to know how 
does it going on while a normal flow becomes a flooding flow. So our 
problem formulation is ‘How does water flows in an open channel 
and river under normal conditions, and when water comes as 
a pulse.’ As our knowledge, most of the longest rivers all have serious 
flooding problem in the world, and some reasons for us tend to look 
Mississippi River as our research target is the flooding data were much 
detailed than other great rivers. We got a great deal of suggestions from 
our supervisor and another warmhearted professor for how to analyze the 
hydraulic motion by using ourselves’ experiment. Then we read some 
hydraulics books and we are especially interesting in one book 
‘Understanding Hydraulics’ had written by L. HAMILL. It has much 
integrated acknowledges which are helpful for us. After that, we designed 
this experimental model, a 650cm long channel to measure water flow in 
different statements and we got very precious experience not only 
scientism measuring method, but also how to correctly use different kinds 
of tools make an equipment by ourselves. A little of our data does not 
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good enough that some results are out of our expectation range, however 
we could still use Chezy Equation and our data to investigate flooding 
flow in an open channel. We will detailed describe these processes in our 
project.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
So far, visitation of Providence is an uncontrollable phenomena and it always be 
regarded by human being. Rainstorm, drought, earthquake, volcano, cyclone, flood 
and so on, these things can bring a horrendous aftereffect in the whole world. But 
correspondingly, the flood is the most serious visitation of Providence. ‘In 1990s, 
Economic losses were estimated more than $300 billion each year because of 
visitation of Providence, thereinto, the flooding losses occupied about 60’ (Ref1) 
 
Floods, one kind of modality of current, are number one killer of nature. It devastates 
everything on the way; it is one of the most fearful powers of nature. When floods 
befallen, river would overflow the water from strand and dikes, inundating roads, 
devastating crop, and stopping cultural life of people. What’s more, it can rob people’s 
life, and make survivor be in hot water. ‘In the world, every year over 6 million 
people are displaced by the floods. Nearly 5 million homes are damaged or destroyed 
and 10 thousand people die. Over 120,000 square miles of productive farmland are 
rendered useless. Economic losses were estimated more than $150 billion, indirect 
losses in the form of lost wages and production cannot be accurately calculated. 
According to Statistics, 1975-2001, 95 major floods kill 11000 people each year, and 
in 1990s, a quarter of the total population in the world suffered from floods.’ (Ref2) 
 
Along with global greenhouse effect, the temperature of the seven seas has a steady 
increase, evaporation of seawater and river boost up clearly, the form of rainfall 
became more easily, so that the floods will become more and more frequently.  
 
Dimension is so enormous, influence is so serious and times are so frequent. That’s 
why we are interested in floods. We decide to write a project in the domain of the 
working principle of the flooding, and we want to design one experiment to study, 
research, and analyses elementary working principle of floods. Then we can compare 
one actual river flood to find worthiness of this experiment. So, we found a typically 
and famous flooding in Mississippi river in 1993. There has not a flood in recent 
American history as the great devastating as the Mississippi flood from late June to 
mid-August 1993. 
 
This United States map on the figure 1 shows the locations of Mississippi river 
affected by flooding. 
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Figure 1(http://enterprise.cc.uakron.edu/geology/natscigeo/Lectures/streams/Miss_Flood.pdf) 
From the graph, it easy to see the region affected by flooding, and we will choose the 
river on St.Louis to compare our experiment. Because the data of floods in St.Louis is 
more detail, it helps to compare the relationship between our experiment and real 
river. 
Flooding is caused in a variety of ways. In a general way, long periods of rainfall and 
steep landform converging quickly river are easy to form flooding. ‘The Mississippi 
river flood of 1993 was caused by repeated heavy rain from thunderstorms over a 
period of weeks.’ (Ref3)  
 
 
 
Chapter 2. Problem Formulation 
We choose one simple experiment that is just one straight open pipe to imitate channel 
about flooding. How does ‘flooding’ work in this open channel 
So we focus on:  
 
How does water flows in an open channel and rivers under normal conditions 
and when water comes as a pulse? 
 
Our project leans to apply technical methods to learn the how does flooding work 
after making experiment. By this experiment, we will observe and research some 
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factors influencing the floods and then we will compare the Mississippi river flooding 
in order to gain better understanding of the physical processes and phenomena of 
floods. 
 
 
 
Chapter 3. Target Group 
Our project contains some basic scientific analysis and discussion with experiment. 
Our target group is those who have basic knowledge in natural science. 
 
 
 
Chapter 4. Methodology 
By reading literatures, scientific papers and experimental research, we researched this 
topic. Our methodology in the whole project is that through reading literatures, 
scientific papers and experimental research then give some independent judgments in 
our own. 
In our experiment, we choose one simple model to imitate riverway, because we 
found. Then we scheme out two different ways to imitate river.  
1, waterhead flowed to the pipe getting across the smaller pipe, water flowed in this 
method is look like the real river. We change the height of pipe to get different data. 
2, we get one liter water as waterhead, and use clapboard to make water flowed out of 
the blue, water flowed in this method is look like the flooding, we also change the 
height of pipe to get different data. 
We use four different sand papers to bespread the whole pipe to imitate sediment of 
river. 
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Chapter 5. The Mississippi River Background  
We choose the Middle Mississippi River as our studying sample, where located in the 
United State of America (especially located the drainage area from St.louis district to 
the mouth of Ohio River). 
Figure 2 Middle Mississippi River 
(http://www.umesc.usgs.gov/management/dss/mid_miss_dss.html) 
 
‘Mississippi River is divided into three parts, the headwaters (from mouth of Lake 
Itasca to the St.Anthony), the Upper Mississippi River (from St.Anthony to the mouth 
of Ohio River close to Cairo, Illinois) and lower Mississippi River (from Cairo, 
Illinois to the Gulf Mexico)’ (Ref4). Because we will focus on a part of the 
Mississippi River, so we choose the Middle Mississippi River. It is included in the 
Upper Mississippi River, measure from the mouth of Missouri River to the mouth of 
Ohio River (almost from hydrologic station St.Louis to station Cario).  
 
There two are reasons why we are interested in the Mississippi River. And we also 
have some reasons why we choose the Middle Mississippi River. The Mississippi 
River is one of the longest rivers on the world. Well-known with her long and wide 
gage, contenting a huge amount of water. Historically it has had several times of 
influential heavy flooding which especially always happened in the Upper Mississippi 
River drainage area. We want to take a river contented numerous times of flooding as 
our researching target. The second reason is the data of Mississippi River could be 
easily found and it was almost perfectly detailed and strict. We could find major 
information (normal river stage, gage zero, distance, flooding stage, highest stage 
record, gage information) of whole Mississippi River from an authoritative website 
(HYPERLINK http://www.mvd.usace.army.mil/). All of data were verified by the 
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United States Army Corps of Engineers, St. Louis District.  
 
The reasons why we choose the Middle Mississippi River is: the first is slope, after 
getting these datum, we can calculate the slope of the Middle Mississippi River. The 
slope of the Middle Mississippi River is very small. So we can compare the slope of 
the Middle Mississippi River with our experiment. We find out that the slope of the 
Middle Mississippi River is not very cliffy, it close to our experiment slope. So we 
choose the Middle Mississippi River as our studying sample. The second is discharge. 
The discharge of the Middle Mississippi River is very representative. The discharge is 
diverse in the different periods, especially in the flooding. The roughness is also a 
factor. The roughness is also diverse in this area. Because when the flooding is 
happened, the large numbers of silt will deposit from the Upper Mississippi River. So 
the roughness will be changed slightly. Including there is not flooding, the change is 
also happened. The change is for a long time. It takes several years. But we focus on 
the flooding. So it is wrong. It is not a factor. Base on these two points (slope and 
discharge), We can compare the result of the experiment with this area.  
 
Information of the Middle Mississippi River 
Water supply: Missouri River, which is the one of most important principal 
sub-streams of Mississippi River. Ohio River, at the end of Upper Mississippi River 
which also was one of most primary supplied streams of Mississippi River.  
Length: the whole Mississippi River is almost 2,300 miles (3,705 kilometers) 
surveyed by the US Geologic Survey. The Middle Mississippi River is about 179.8 
miles from St.louis station to the mouth of Ohio River. 
Normal speed: At the headwaters of the Mississippi, the average surface speed 
of the water is near 1.2 miles per hour - roughly one-third as fast as people walk. In 
the Middle Mississippi River, the speed almost 1 miles/hour, and it was much slow 
when there was flooding in 1993.  
Elevation: The elevation of the Mississippi at St.louis is almost 379.94 feet 
above sea level and almost 274.53 feet above sea level at the mouth of Ohio River.  
Volume: At Upper St. Anthony's Falls, the northernmost Lock and Dam, the 
average flow rate is 12,000 cubic ft/second. (Ref5)  
Slope: According to the length and the elevation of the Middle Mississippi 
River, we can get the slope. The process of calculation is: 
slope = sinA = (379.94 - 274.53)/(179.8 * 5280) = 1.11*10e-4 
(Because 1 mile = 5280 feet) 
So, the slope is very small. It is almost zero. 
 
 
        
Gage information of the Middle Mississippi River 
Appendix 1(Ref6) 
Data of 1993 flooding in Upper Mississippi River 
   Appendix 2(Ref7) 
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Chapter 6. Theory 
6.1 Introduction 
In this section we are going to study what we can say theory about how water flows in 
an open channel. We are going to determine the force that acts on a water particle in 
an open channel. From the forces acting the open channel, we mainly focus on the 
friction, which is as the main start point for the part of our project. Of course, friction 
is greatly related with the types of water flow, and thus we also review the two basic 
essential flow patterns--laminar flow and turbulent flow and how to distinguish which 
is which. Besides, some other types of flow are also referred, like critical, sub-critical 
and supercritical flow. What is more, another kind of flow, uniform flow, is also paid 
more attention by us because its special property will be used in Chezy equation 
which is fit for our data got form the experiment. And we also introduce the Manning 
equation, combining the two equation and other necessary expressions to derive the 
relationship among the velocity (V), the roughness (n), the bed slope (S0), the 
discharge (Q), finding whether or not the affected factors of flood are related with 
such variables by simulating experiment.      
 
Normally, it is essential to make a force received analysis to the liquid at the 
beginning of talking the water flow. 
 
6.2 Force acting analysis 
Consider the water flow in a channel with a certain slope, if we assume and look 
liquid as a stable state; we try to analyze its force acting in a channel with a certain 
gradient. Apparently the water will move downhill in the existence of gravity. And all 
we know that the gravity is divided into two components, one is perpendicular to the 
channel surface and the direction is towards to down way, which is the identical to the 
normal force of the water and they can cancel each other because they have the same 
magnitude and opposite direction. Therefore, we can say the forces at the direction of 
perpendicular to the surface channel are balanceable, so to speak at this way the 
whole force is zero. In the case of the other component, it is acted down the slope of 
the channel. Then here what kind of force will be to balance the component acted 
down the slope of channel on earth. That is an interesting and worth-noticed problem 
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for us to research further. Research shows it is resistance against water movement, 
called friction. As far as the channel with a certain slope is concerned, the water 
generates motion against the resistance happened at the same time with water 
movement. The analysis of force acting the water is illustrated below: 
 
 
 Figure 3: forces analysis 
 
In the case of this situation, let us to consider the altering of velocity with the 
changing of fraction. Under the condition of keeping water movement, at the 
beginning the water moves slowly, but because of the channel acted on water with a 
certain slope, the water will accelerate and go faster and faster. Therefore, the 
resistance generated between the water and the surface of channel will increase as the 
velocity increases. Here, we just know the friction is proportional to the square of 
velocity. As for the coefficient about that, we do not consider here because different 
cases have different analysis; we just know it takes on an increasing growth curve. 
The more visual plot showed scientifically is taken as follows: 
 
Friction 
 
                                        Velocity 
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Figure 4: the relationship between friction and velocity 
 
As far as the above force acting to water in the channel is concerned, we are interested 
in the force balancing to the component acted down the slope of channel –friction, 
which is paid more attention by us, and we will decided to commence from it to make 
research to the water flow. 
 
6.3 Friction  
At the beginning of talking about friction, it is necessary to learn about what is 
friction on earth. 
--definition 
‘Friction can be defined using one word—“evil”, that means it is “evil” of all motion. 
It will always make an opposite force to those moves in’ (Ref8). In other words, if you 
move something to the left, friction will pulls to the right; if you move something up, 
it still takes an opposite direction—it will pull down. In a word, friction is always 
against everything moves existing in nature. Although the two things might be looked 
rather smoothly, the friction still exists.  
--existence form for our research  
In the case of water flow happening in a channel, there are two kinds of friction 
existing in the situation: one is the force between the water and the open channel 
acted on water. While the other friction is from water itself (water against each other). 
For this point, here I will introduce one new variable and it is related with friction to 
great extend, it is used to measure the standard of friction of internal friction-- that is: 
 
6.4 Viscosity  
We can say that viscosity is the resistance a material has to change in form. This 
property can be thought of as an internal friction. However, the apparent and 
significant difference is that viscosity exists in internal friction of a fluid, which 
means it just only acts on liquid itself. Formally speaking, viscosity is also thought as 
a kind of measure for liquid flow against movement in order to shear stress. Using one 
simple example to explain it clearly-- hard sweet is very stiff and it can not flow at all, 
on the contrary if you heat it you will find it will be melted soon and it is thin and 
runny. From this example, we can say the hard sweet has a high viscosity, while 
heated one has a low viscosity. According to the point, we also find an essential 
character of viscosity. That is it will change with transformation of temperature. The 
higher the temperature is, the larger the value of the dynamic viscosity has. The more 
viscose the fluid is, the thicker it is, the slower it deforms under stress. (Ref9) 
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--The derivation of coefficient of dynamic viscosity 
By an experiment of sandwiching a liquid between two large horizontal plates (the 
lower plate is fixed while the upper plate (of area of A) is acted by liquid and generate 
force F horizontally), Newton found the shear stress acted on the liquid connected 
with the plate t, it is similar to pressure with the same unit N/m2, but the difference 
of them is shear stress is acted parallel to the surface while the pressure is 
perpendicularly acted on the surface., is equal to F divided by A. t=F/A. Besides, he 
also found the relationship among the area of upper plate A, the velocity of liquid 
flow V acted on upper plate, the height, d, between the upper plate and the lower one, 
the force F acted parallel to the upper plate surface, and the coefficient of dynamic 
viscosity . Expressing using an equation mathematically as follows: 
 
F = u AV/d  
Since F/A is the shear stress, t, such equation can be rewrite as: 
 
t = u V/d 
(Ref10) 
 
Why we talking about viscosity here is that we will introduce the types of flow in 
following section, because viscosity plays the most significant role in controlling the 
flow movement and deciding the design of liquid flowing, which is related with the 
flow type to great extend.  
 
6.5 Classify various types of fluid flow 
Just as the above said, the viscosity decides the types of fluid flow. It is known to all 
of us that fluid flows are divided into two kinds of types of flow. One is laminar flow, 
the other one is turbulent flow. Even now, we still miss one flow, transitional flow. It 
belongs to middle state of laminar flow and turbulent one, in other words transitional 
flow is between laminar and turbulent flow. Here we will emphasize to illustrate the 
former two flows: laminar flow and turbulent flow. 
--laminar flow: 
‘Laminar flow is rare in nature, it just happens in aquifer.’ That means the 
groundwater will usually show this type of flow because its velocity is rather slow—it 
is only a few meters every year. Laminar flow is viscous liquid that its flow speed is 
quite slow relatively.  
--turbulent flow: 
‘Turbulent flow happens in all kinds of water flow, it is faster and more irregular. The 
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water particles follow an irregular path and every water particulars always follow 
their own routes to movement.’ (Ref11) 
 
 
Based on the property and frequency for the two kinds of flow, we are most interested 
in turbulent flow, thus we mainly focus on analyzing the friction in the terms of the 
turbulent flow  
 
6.6 How to identify which type of liquid flow is it 
After making sure the definition of the two essential flows, what we need to do next 
to make out which is which, at what situations the water flow is laminar flow and 
turbulent flow, respectively. For beginner, most of us will think to adopt the method of 
observation. Ok, let us to see: 
 
--Method 1 
Here we suggest adopting the much direct way to make out which is which, that is to 
see using you eyes. Considering the colorless property of water, we can try to use red 
ink as mark. During the process of water flow, we inject one thin stream red ink into 
the water flow, if the red ink keeps constant all the time, that is to say the particulars 
always follow one same path to movement and last moving slowly and uniformly, we 
can sure the flow is laminar flow. On the contrary, the stream of red ink turns loose 
and breaks up soon, and the particulars do not follow identical path instead of their 
own paths themselves. Beyond question, the flow is turbulence flow apparently. The 
following figures will illustrate the difference between laminar flow and turbulence  
flow. 
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Figure5: 2 different kinds of flow. 
 
 
Figure 6: 
Reference “UNDERSTANDING HYDRAULICS” written by L. HAMILL (page 73) 
publisher: Palgrave Macmillan ISBN:0333779061 October 19, 2001 
 
From the first two figures, we can clearly see the difference between the two kinds of 
flows. And as far as the laminar flow is concerned, the ratio of maximum velocity 
Vmax to the mean velocity V is around 2.0 (the left one), while for turbulence flow 
the ratio of them is approximately 1.7 (the right one). Therefore, we can get the last 
two figures, which show the change of velocity against time based on the two types of 
flows. 
 
 
--Method 2 
Then for this method, although it is a short cut that it can directly get the type of the 
water flow by calculating Reynolds number. But actually, this kind of calculating 
method is not precise. Even if it be so, we still introduce this method, to great extend 
it can not only generally help us to check the correction of educed result, the type of 
the water flow, from the experiment, but also we can learn about the other 
mathematically easy way to guess the type of the flow.    
 
In the method 2, we introduce a new parameter again—Reynolds number, which 
provides a variable which can guide us when identifying the type of liquid flow.  
 
6.7 Reynolds number: 
The variable is found by Osborne Reynold, it is related with the size of conduit 
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(diameter, D), the density (p) of the liquid, its dynamic viscosity (u), and the mean 
velocity (V). Combining such variables, Osborne Reynold derives the parameter 
Reynolds number (also be written Re). Express the mathematically equation as 
follows: 
 
Re = Pvd/u 
 
If we just consider using kinematics viscosity, v. because v=u/p. So the above 
equation is transform into another one below  
 
Re =VD/v 
 
We just consider the value range of variable Re and then make a conclusion showing 
the type of liquid flow. It is laminar, transitional and turbulent flow on earth. The ruler 
is as follows: 
 
                               Pipe                  Open channels 
   
 Laminar flow               Re < 2000                 Re < 500 
Transitional flow            Re = 2000 to 4000           Re = 500 to 2000 
   Turbulent flow              Re > 4000                 Re > 2000 
(Ref12) 
 
 
 
6.8 Another three types of flow  
As the above said, we have learned the types of liquid flow which are judged by the 
range of the Reynold number, which includes laminar flow, transitional flow and 
turbulence flow. But the flow is also divided into another three kinds of types: 
sub-critical flow, critical flow, supercritical flow. These properties of following flows 
are also checked the type of water flow from our experiment, besides the parameter 
Froude number introduced can also be validated effectively the type of flow again.  
 
--sub-critical flow: 
It is relatively deep flow, and the water speed is quite slow. So to speak it is similar to 
laminar flow. 
 
--critical flow: 
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It is often a transitional flow. 
 
--supercritical flow: 
Compared with the other two flows, it is a kind of fast flow and relatively shallow. 
(Ref13) 
 
6.9 Froude number: 
Like judging laminar and turbulence flow, all the flows of subcritical, critical and 
supercritical flows are distinguished based on another new variable Froude number, 
shorted by F. The equation mathematically is as follows: 
 
               F = V/(g*Dm)1/2 
 
Where V is mean velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity (generally it is thought 
9.8m/s2), Dm is hydraulic mean depth, which is defined as the mean depth of an 
irregular flow, besides it is limited the channel where the depth varies with the 
changing of width of the cross-section. Express mathematically is below: 
 
               Dm = A/Bs 
 
In which A is the cross-section area of flow (m2), Bs is the surface width of the water 
in the channel. 
 
--Judging rule of froude number is as follows: 
 
     The range of F         The types of flow 
  F < 1.00             sub-critical flow 
       F = 1.00             critical flow 
       F > 1.00             supercritical flow 
(Ref14) 
As a result, considering it is a kind of special flow, everything must be constant when 
the water flows along the whole channel; we concentrate one flow, uniform flow, as 
what we are interested in,  
 
6.10 Uniform flow 
--definition 
From the angel of geometry, it is a kind of simple flow. In the case of open channel 
(Just as its name directly mean, an open channel is a conduit that is passed by liquid 
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flowing under the effect of gravity without any cover surface) uniform flow is 
described that everything must be constant, that contains the discharge Q, the depth D, 
the breadth B and the mean velocity V, and all the variables are same along the whole 
channel. (Ref15) 
 
 
--how uniform flow occur 
Just as the force acting we analyzed at the beginning of theory, the one component of 
gravity is be canceled by the normal force because of the identical magnitude and 
opposite direction.  
 
In the case of the two forces paralleling to the surface of the open channel, one is the 
acted down the slope of the channel, here we call it Gf, and the other one is of course 
the friction, shortly f. Then at what kind of situation the flow will be uniform flow on 
earth. Let us analyze it depending on the following the figure: 
 
Hint: It is the changing tendency of friction as the velocity changes; the straight line is 
looked as the force of Gf.  
 
 
Figure 7: Gf description  
 
When velocity is smaller, the friction acted on the slope of the pipe is smaller than the 
force acted down, Gf, at this time the water will run faster and faster, leading to a big 
velocity of water along the open channel. While the friction will increase with the 
increasing of water velocity, the force acted down the slope of the channel will 
become smaller and smaller, at this time the water will run slower and slower. Follow 
this process, the force acted down the slope channel, Gf, and the friction will meet 
together in the end, reaching a balance point, marked O. (see the above picture). In the 
words the fiction is identical to the force acted down the slope channel in magnitude 
and opposite direction. So to speak the whole force which is parallel to the surface of 
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the channel is zero, considered the still balanced the force at perpendicular way. 
Therefore the whole water force acting on the channel is zero, which forms uniform 
flow.  
 
6.11 Chezy equation 
 
--The recondition  
A uniform flow travels in an open channel, which is also the precondition of the 
Chezy equation.  
 
Before talking the Chezy equation, we must consider it from engineering way. That is 
we must look the water as a whole, thinking the water speed as the mean velocity, and 
then we can start to learn the equation. Besides we still need to clarify that we do not 
why the equation is like this, we just know it is fit for the recondition of our 
experiment, thus it can fit our data from our experiment. 
 
 
--the Chezy equation 
In 1768 a French engineer found the depth-discharge relationship and derive Chezy 
equation based on the condition of uniform flow happened in open channel. And the 
expression mathematically is below: 
 
force producing motion= friction force resisting motion 
 
mgsinS0 = KApVN 
 
where m is mass of water, g=9.81 is gravity constant, K is a coefficient of roughness, 
Ap is the area contacted with perimeter of the channel, V is the mean velocity, N is an 
exponent.(the value is usually 2 for turbulent flow) 
(Ref16) 
 
Consider that most of channels have rather small bed gradients; in the terms of long 
pipe the vertical height is much smaller than the length of the slope. Under this 
condition sinS0, it is almost equal S0 (bed slope). In accord with this point, the Chezy 
equation can also be written as: 
 
V = C (RS0)1/2  
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In which V is the main velocity and S0 is sin of the bed slope. C is the Chezy 
coefficient, and the coefficient is based on the Reynolds number and roughness of the 
boundary. That means different flows have different Chezy coefficients. As for R, 
named hydraulic radius, is defined that the cross-section area of flow A is divided by 
wetted parameter. Here we do not refer its mean, we just care that it can be used for 
the data got from our experiment, and the expression mathematically shows below: 
 
 R = A/ P 
Here A is still cross-sectional area of flow, P is wetted parameter again. 
 
Hydraulic radius can also be interpreted using mathematically method depending on 
two kinds of pipe, which is: 
 
--For full pipe 
 
R = A/ P = 2pi*r2/2pi*r = r 
 
--For half-full pipe 
 
R = A/ P = pi*r2/pi*r = r 
 
Depended on the two kinds of pipe, we find both of ratios of A/P are the completely 
same, getting the hydraulic radius for the two kinds of pipe are consistence.   
(Ref17) 
 
6.12 The Manning equation 
At the beginning of talking about the equation, we must hint one point that the 
equation is just fit for turbulent flow instead of laminar flow. As for the derivation of 
the Chezy coefficient, combining with the above property—it is nearly related with 
the Reynolds number and boundary roughness, the relationship among those 
parameters was derived by Manning in 1889. The expression is showed as: 
 
C=R1/6/n    
 
Here n is known as the Manning coefficient and represents the roughness of the 
surface. 
(Ref18) 
Combining the second Chezy equation and Manning equation, we can get one 
synthetical expressionthat is 
 
V=(1/n)*(A/P)2/3*S01/2……………………………………… 
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In which V is again the mean velocity, n is again Manning coefficient and also 
roughness of surface of channel, A is cross-section area of flow, P is wetted parameter, 
S0 is again bed slope. 
 
6.13 Discharge 
Just as I said before, we got the amount of water flowing out equipment channel in a 
period of time. Therefore, it is very easy to get discharge, Q. 
Q=amount / time 
 
In addition, we also know the discharge is equal to the mean velocity multiply the 
cross-section area of flow, the mathematically expression shows below: 
                      Q=V*A  
 
Where A is still the cross-section area of flow and V is again the mean velocity. 
(Ref19) 
 
We put the equation of relationship between Q and V into the combined equation , 
getting the following equation as: 
                 Q/A=1/n*(A/P)2/3*S01/2  
 
Transformation  Q*S0-1/2*n=A5/3*P-2/3 …………………………………. 
 
6.14 Connect with equipment  
As far as our equipment is concerned, we have got our experiment equipment, the 
pipe transporting the water, is part of a circle pipe. (measuring the radius is 5.65cm) 
And till now we just need to find out unknown A, the definition of which is cross 
section area of flow. Thus it is necessary to learn about the profile of the pipe and find 
clues related to other data from experiment. 
The equipment channel is showed as follows: 
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Figure 8: Cross section area 
 
Hint: the profile of pipe and assume the angle is BOC 
Based on the property of round, we can find the relationship among the radius, 
perimeter and the angle of BOC. The connection expression is as follows: 
 
P = angle of BOC *r (here we assume angle of BOC is a) 
 
And the cross-section area of flow can be expressed as: 
 
                 A = pi*r^2*(a/2pi) 	r2*cos(a/2)*sin(a/2 ) 
 
transformation  =>(1/2)r2a-r2*cos(a/2)*sin(a/2 ) 
transformation  =>(1/2)r2*a	(r2 /2)sina………………………………….
 
  
combining the equation 
 and the equation ,we get ending equation, which 
shows as follows 
 
 
                  Q*S0-1/2*n=[(1/2)r2(a	sina)]5/3*r-2/3*a-2/3   
                 Q*S 0-1/2*n=(1/2)5/3*r8/3*[(a	sina)5/3]/a2/3 
transformation     Q*S 0-1/2*n*25/3*r-8/3=(a	sina)5/3/a2/3                    
 
 
Just as what we guess before, the water flow is probably related with the parameters 
of discharge, bed slope, and roughness. In order to verify the correction of our 
assumption, thus we will put our experiment data into the equation, checking the 
variety of the roughness. In other words, if we chose one set data based on one kind of 
sandpaper, the roughness should be same after calculating. So we can not only prove 
our deduction of water flow effect factors is correct, but also validate the correction of 
the equation. It is two win. 
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In order to make clear to observe the variety of roughness against other parameters, 
we also use matlab and make a plot to show the tendency. The plot shows the n 
against 2-5/3Q-1S01/2r8/3a-2/3(a-sina)5/3 
 
Figure 9: Roughness 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 7. Experiment 
 
7.1 Experimental Purpose 
According to analyze the influence elements of water flow in Mississippi River, we 
found the slope of river, the roughness of river surface and discharge are main 
influence elements of water flow. Because it is impossible for us to simulate all 
influence elements of water flow, so we put the above three main influence elements 
into a simple open channel (simulates riverway, 6.5 meters length) to research.   
 
7.2 Experimental Equipments 
Our experiment model is composed of two main parts: 
The open channel (radium is 5.65cm, length is 6.5 meters) is fixed by two pieces of 
woods (keep the open channel straight and balance; they are 4 meters and 2.5 meters).  
 
The shelf part is used to sustain the open channel and adjust the height. 
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Otherwise, we used four kinds of sandpapers (their model are 60, 120, 220 and 400) 
to change the roughness of the open channel’s surface. We also mark scale (the 
distance between every two scales is 0.5cm) in the head, middle and end on each 
sandpaper. 
                                          
 
Figure 10: Sandpapers                
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Figure 11: scale marks on the sandpaper 
 
 
Three different radius pipes are used to transport water from the big water container to 
the open channel.  
 
Figure 12: pipes’ 
 
A pipe shelf is used to rivet the pipes. 
A glass beaker with scale which maximum volume is 1L and visible scale is from 200 
to 900 ML. 
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               Figure 13: measure cup 
 
                  
                 Figure 14: Some buckets 
 
Rulers, Some stopwatches and Spirite levels (to confirm horizontal or vertical) 
 
7.3 Experimental Basic Theory 
Precondition: We thought the ground is absolute horizontal. 
 
In our experiment, we designed two types flow – Uniform flow and Pulse flow. 
 
Uniform flow: “For the flow to be uniform the area (depth and width) and the mean 
velocity must be the same at each successive cross-section.” (Reference: 
“Understanding Hydraulics” Chapter 4.2.3)  
In this condition, the velocity of water flow is constant, in another word, the uniform 
flow has not acceleration, which is “because there is friction between the moving 
water and the bed and banks of the river. This resistance force opposes the movement 
of water. In the case of uniform flow, where the velocity is constant along the length 
of the channel, it follows that the force causing motion (the component of the weight 
of the water acting down the channel) must exactly balance the resistance force in the 
form of friction.” (Reference: “Understanding Hydraulics” Chapter 8.1.3)  
Also, because of the gravity, water flows.    
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For measuring the slope of the open channel during the whole experimental process, 
we used rulers and spirite level to measure the height of the open channel’s head and 
end. We also know the length of the open channel (6.5 meters). According to use 
trigonometric function we can get slope. 
 
 
7.4 Experimental Process 
In our experiment, our first step is to make sure the open is straight and balance. We 
plugged up the end of the open channel and filled water to the open channel, and 
observe the water level if it is balance. 
 
  
(I) UNIFORM FLOW 
 
For simulating a normal river flow condition, we did this flow. 
 
After riveting the height of the open channel (the height of the open channel’s head is 
bigger than the end), we covered the whole open channel surface by using the model 
60 sandpaper. Then we used one pipe and air pressure to transport the water from the 
big water container to the head of the open channel, at this time, we also wet the 
sandpaper, because in the true life riverways are wet, not dry. After a period, when we 
made sure the flow is stable (when the scale does not change, we think it is stable), we 
recorded the three scales (the head, the middle and the end scales on sandpapers) of 
water cross section area on the sandpaper. At the end of the open channel, we used a 
beaker to take discretional volume (but smaller than 900ml) water three times and 
recorded the volumes and time of filling the beaker. Following the same process; we 
used two pipes at the same time and three pipes at the same time to transport water 
from the big water container to the open channel. Also, we recorded the datum.  
Then we changed the sandpaper model 120, 220 and 400 to repeat the above process 
separately.  
Finally, we changed slop of the open channel follow all of the above process and 
made a table based on the datum.  
In this kind of flow, as the water resource, the big water container has a fixed volume, 
but with the time goes by, the water level in the big water container is lower and lower, 
as the result of this condition is the pressure in the big water container always change, 
it also means the velocity of water that comes from the pipes is different. For solving 
this problem, we put same volume of water into the big water container every ten 
seconds by using buckets. 
  
(II) PULSE FLOW 
 
For simulating the beginning part of flooding, we did this flow. 
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The length of the open channel is 6.5 meters; the simulation segment is 6 meters. The 
front piece of 0.5 meters is used to store water.  
First of all, we wetted the open channel and 1L water was stored by a plastic board in 
the head of the open channel (the front piece of 0.5 meter length area) which surface 
is covered by model P60 sandpaper. Suddenly we reeled off the plastic board and at 
the same time we began to time, until the head of water reached the end we stopped 
the stopped the stopwatch. We recorded the three scales (the head, the middle and the 
end) of water cross section area on the sandpaper. And this process we did three times. 
Then we changed the volume into 2L and 3L and recorded the datum. Then we 
changed the sandpaper 120, 220 and 400 to repeat the above process separately. 
Finally, we changed the open channel into other two slopes follow all of the above 
process and made a table based on the datum. 
Because we cannot avoid the error of the system, so every process we made three 
times to get the average value to calculate. 
 
   
7.5 Data description   
 
7.5.1 Experiment data structure 
There are three data categories in our experiment, initialed data, measuring data and 
calculated data. The classification of these stuffs was presented in the following list 
Initialed data: slope (S0), sandpapers (effected to roughness), pipes (related to 
quantity), amount, radius and the length of channel. Also we had measured if the 
ground in the laboratory was horizontal and measured heights of both head of our 
channel for calculating the slope. 
Measuring data: wet perimeter, amount of water, time (for accumulated a random 
amount of water).  
Calculated data: hydraulic radius (R), cross-sectional area (A), quantity (Q), average 
wet perimeter (P), average velocity (V), mean depth (Dm), surfaced width (Bs), 
roughness (n), Reynolds number (Re) and Froude number (F). 
Both uniform flow and pulse flow have the same initial factors (slope, roughness and 
quantity). Each profile of data has the same slope, dissimilar quantity and 
distinguishing roughness. The measuring method was distinct with the uniform flow 
and the pulse flow, the structure of data table also had a little bit different (amount 
opposite pipes). In the other hand, for investigating the relationship between velocity 
and other factors, several times of repeated measuring was absolutely necessary. But 
we didn’t make sure if 3 times sampling for average value was enough or not. The 
data table was put into the Chapter Appendix. 
 
7.5.2 Calculation Process 
We planned 4 steps to compute out necessary data from experiment processes. 
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Calculated the basic data from measuring data. 
Confirm the statement of uniform flow and pulse flow. 
Calculated the roughness. 
Check if the roughness is steady and in the expected range. 
We will individually explain each step with sample data (profile1 S2 1.2.1). 
 
A. Calculated basic data from measuring data. 
The first process was transforming measuring data and some part of initialed data to 
basic data. Basic data was defined that the most basic components for calculation, in 
terms of average velocity (V), hydraulic radius (R), slope (S0), average wet perimeter 
(P), surface width (Bs), cross-section area (A), hydraulic mean depth (Dm) and 
average quantity (Q). These kinds of data used to inspect which kind of flow there 
were and their calculation also doesn’t depend on different flow types.  
 
Slope (S0) 
In the process of surveyed the first slope of our channel the length was 650cm, the 
height of the two heads were 98.2cm and 102.3cm, then we computed the slope as 
next equation. 
  S0 =sinS0=(102.3-98.2)/6500.0063 
 
Average Quantity (Q) 
We set quantity as following equation 
Q=((measure amount1/time1)+ (measure amount2/time2)+(measure 
amount3/time3))/3 (unit is cm3/s) 
Qsample=((640ml/3.73s)+(710ml/4.07s)+(680ml/3.88s))/3 
170ml/s=170 cm3/s 
 
Average Wet perimeter (P) 
Our data only recorded how much scales of wet perimeter, we have to convert it to 
numeric distance. The length between each adjoining scales is 0.5cm, and average P 
equal (P(H)+P(M)+P(L))*0.5cm/3. 
So Psample=(15+16+16)*0.5cm/3 
         7.8cm 
 
Surface Width (Bs) 
If we know the average wet perimeter and radius of semi-circle shape channel, it is 
very easy to get out the width of water surface. The shape of our channel is a 
semi-circle with radius 5.65cm.We combined the geometry equation and triangle 
formula and the equation of Bs is 
 Bs= 2*5.65cm*SIN(1/2*P/5.65cm) 
 Bssample=2*5.65cm* SIN(1/2*7.833cm/5.65cm) 
         7.2cm 
 
Cross-Sectional Area (A) 
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Now we know the value of Average Wet Perimeter and Surface Width of water, we 
can calculate the Cross-sectional Area with those compounds.  
A=(1/2)*(5.65cm*P))-((1/2)*Bs*(5.65cm*COS((1/2)*P/5.65cm)))  
Asample=(1/2)*(5.65cm*7.833cm))-((1/2)*7.221cm*(5.65cm*COS((1/2)*7.833cm/5
.65cm))) 
6.4cm2   
 
Average Velocity (V) 
Following formula V=Q/A. 
Vsample=(173.762cm3/s )/6.438cm2  
27cm/s. 
 
Hydraulic Radius (R) 
The hydraulic radius is defined as R=A/P 
Rsample= (6.438/cm2)/7.833cm0.8cm 
 
Hydraulic Mean Depth (Dm) 
It is defined to represent the mean depth when the flow cross a section where was not 
a rectangular shape and the statement was irregular. 
The formula is described as: 
Dm=A/Bs 
Dm sample=6.438cm2/7.221cm0.89cm 
 
 
B. Confirm the statement of uniform flow and pulse flow. 
Different calculation for different kinds of flow and we distinguished the statement of 
both two flow categories before continuing calculation. Reynolds number (Re) and 
Froude number (F) were two gists to determine which type of flow we treat with. 
 
We surveyed the laboratory temperature between 20 oC and 23 oC and air pressure 
was normal level during the experiment process. Therefore the calculation of the 
Reynolds number and Froude number could be assumed as a normal situation.  
 
Reynolds number 
To check if uniform flow and pulse flow were Laminar flow, Transitional flow or 
Turbulent flow, the Reynold Number should be thought about at first. The formula 
was described as 
Re = Pvd/u 
We know that the density (P .of water is almost equal to 998.2kg/m3 when the 
temperature is 20 C (Ref20). D is the size of conduit (diameter) which is 
5.65cm*2=11.3cm=0.113m. Velocity (v) was calculated by our measuring data and it 
doesn’t matter with variety types of flow. Finally in terms of dynamic viscosity (u) 
investigation data, we got a series of pure water value on the website and decided to  
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use these numbers in the following table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1:(Ref http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/physics/DynamicViscosity.html)  
 
According to the table, dynamic viscosity value equal to 1.002*10-3kg/ms when the 
temperature was in the range of 20 oC to 23 oC which was the normal temperature in 
our laboratory.  
 Re sample=998.2kg/m3*(5.65cm*2*0.01)*(27cm/s*0.01)/(1.002*10-3 kg/ms) 
Re30000 
The value was much bigger than 2000, So this sample flow is Turbulent flow. 
 
Froude Number 
Then we inspect if our experiment belong to sub-critical flow, critical flow or 
super-critical flow. We used formula F=V/gDm    
Sample: 
Uniform flow, Profile 1, S1.2.1 
V=0.270m/s   g=9.8m/s2   Dm=0.009m 
Fsample=(0.270m/s)/9.8m/s2*0.009m0.913 
Fsample<1, so this sample was a sub-critical flow. 
 
We found that numeral values were less than 1 when data V and Dm were acquired 
from a part of uniform flow, numeral value were more than 1 when V and Dm were 
gained from pulse flow and the other part of uniform flow. It is explained that a part 
of our uniform flow remain with sub-critical flow, the others data belong to 
super-critical flow. The whole pulse flow is super-critical flow. 
 
Most types of flow in the nature are turbulent flow and we tend to investigate focus on 
this area. And we thought it doesn’t matter to our calculation later. Why we continued 
calculating all the data as that way? We want to know that if Chezy equation was 
T ( C) (centipoises) 
0 1.787 
5 1.519 
10 1.307 
15 1.139 
20 1.002 
25 0.8904 
30 0.7975 
35 0.7194 
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applied to a semblable uniform flow statement (we assumed that our uniform flow is 
uniform flow), does it work?  
 
 
C. Calculated the roughness 
The formula to calculate the value of Roughness (n) was adopted form the following 
equation. 
V=(1/n)R2/3S01/2 
was used to calculate ‘n’ (roughness) in both uniform flow and pulse flow. We also 
take advantage of this equation to prove if our experiment data was successful or not. 
Sample data: V=26.99cm/s=0.27m/s; R=0.822cm=0.00822m; S0=0.006308 
 n=(1/V) R2/3S01/2 
  =(1/0.2699)*(0.00822) 2/3*(0.006308)1/2  
  =0.011986 
 
 
D. Check if the roughness is steady and in the expected range. 
The result shows that the roughness in uniform flow did not change too much as our 
expecting. If take the maximum value minus the minimum value, then we got 
0.0115-0.0091=0.0014.  
Our experiment is successful. 
In the other hand, the range of roughness is between 0.009 and 0.2.   
If we look up the value in the following table 
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Figure 15: Roughness description (Ref: Understanding Hydraulics, Chapter 8, P222, 
publisher: Palgrave Macmillan ISBN: 0333779061 October 19, 2001 ) 
There are two kinds of conduit types adapted with our result, one is channel with 
cement mortar surface and the other one is pipe with concrete.  
 
7.6 Analysis  
 
7.6.1 Data analysis 
We computed amount of numbers and values of our experiment and we thought about 
three facts (Quantity, Slope, roughness) might relate to the velocity alternation, then 
what did we find from that big table?  
 
Reynold number & Froude Number 
Reynold number is described to define which type the fluid flow is. In our experiment 
that whole results are indicating that whatever uniform flow or pulse flow, they are all 
belong to Turbulent flow. 
 
Uniform flow:                 
The lowest and the highest record of velocity in uniform flow is 0.28m/s and 0.59m/s.   
2000<30000<<Re<<66899.8263 
 
Pulse flow  
The lowest and the highest record of velocity in pulse flow is 0.385m/s and 0.983m/s. 
2000<40000<<Re<<110675.6 
Both of our two kinds of flow were Turbulent flow. 
 
After that the result of Froude Number also told us just 2 groups of data are 
sub-critical flow, most of results bigger than 1. These 2 groups data have two same 
conditions, the coarsest sandpaper whose number is P60 they both used and the lowest 
slope they were. We guess the fewer slopes and coarser bottom causes more 
possibility of uniform and sub-critical flow.  
 
a) Relationship between Quantity and Velocity  
The most clearly relationship that Quantity and Velocity, we could easily obtained the 
result from formula Q=V*A.  
 
 
b) Relationship between Velocity and Slope 
All physical knowledge tells us that when slope increasing to much higher value and 
water would fluid faster and faster, the maximum speed of flow should with a right 
angle (slope=1). How does velocity changed with different slope in our experiment?  
We look at one group of data that shared the same type of roughness (p400) bed 
surface and have the same water resource (pipes) from uniform flow and pulse flow, 
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then took slope as a function to velocity.  
Uniform flow 
Profile Slope Velocity 
Profile1 S1 1.1.1 0.0063 0.32 m/s 
Profile2 S1 2.1.1 0.0132 0.38 m/s 
Profile3 S1 3.1.1 0.0260 0.40 m/s 
Table 2: data in uniform flow 
 
 
Figure 16: Uniform flow 
 
The line shape is like an up protruding curve. And we did the same process with the 
same condition except one thing changed that we stored 1L or 2L water in the front 
50cm section of the channel for our pulse flow experience to compare with uniform 
flow data.  
Table3: Pulse flow: 
Profile Slope Time (1L) Time (2L) 
Profile1 S1  0.0063 14.63s 9.82s 
Profile2 S1  0.0132 10.67s 7.9s 
Profile3 S1  0.026 8.54s 6.61s 
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Figure 17: Pulse flow 
The pink line is the situation when water flowing down with 2L water and the black 
line is 1L water flowing down in our channel. They are almost parallel with each other 
and we thought that the result might be the same when we put much more amount of 
water flow into the channel. 
 
c) Relationship between Velocity and Roughness 
The roughness should have something to do with friction force and we believed that it 
could deeply effects the velocity, but unfortunately only one kind of sandpaper 
achieved our anticipant purpose. 
We list roughness result in uniform flow data with the first slope and variety pipes.  
Sandpaper Roughness1 
(1pipe) 
Roughness2 
(2 pipes) 
Roughness3 
(3 pipes) 
Average 
roughness 
P60 0.0119 0.0123 0.0108 0.0116 
P120 0.0096 0.0098 0.0096 0.0097 
P220 0.0102 0.0092 0.0092 0.0095 
P400 0.0094 0.0092 0.0092 0.0093 
Sandpaper Velocity1 
(1pipe) 
Velocity2 
(2 pipes) 
Velocity3 
(3 pipes) 
 
P60 0.27m/s 0.32 m/s 0.39 m/s  
P120 0.31 m/s 0.37 m/s 0.41 m/s  
P220 0.30 m/s 0.40 m/s 0.43 m/s  
P400 0.32 m/s 0.39 m/s 0.42 m/s  
Table 4:unifotm flow data 
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If we put these data in the diagramed, we can apparently know how these curves tend 
to go. 
   
Figure 18: roughness of uniform flow 
The upper two curves have the same trend, the other one happened opposite to them 
in the front three points. The reason we thought that the first kind of sandpaper (P60), 
which have the roughest surface could efficiently slow down the water flow, but for 
the other three types of sandpaper they are really too smooth to case the variance of 
curve shape.     
 
7.7 error 
The experiment is never being, which is precise; do not have any error. Our 
experiment still has some error although we attach importance to avoid it. 
 
At firstI should explain some words in this part. 
 
Systems error: an instruction that is either not recognized by an operating system or is 
in violation of the procedural rules (Ref21)and the systems error can not avoided, just 
can make them less. 
 
Measurement error: ‘Error in measurement may be represented by a tolerance interval.  
To determine the tolerance interval in a measurement, add and subtract one-half of the 
precision of the measuring instrument to the measurement.’ (‘) and the measurement 
error can avoided.  
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Percentage of error: Error also can be expressed by a percentage of error. 
 
Figure 19 
Ref: the measured in here just means the measured data, it is different from 
measurement error 
Copyright @1999-2005 Oswego City School District Regents Exam Prep Center 
 
 
 
 
 
7.7.1 Error of observing the glass beaker 
Systems error:  
The volume mark of glass breaker may not correct, however, it is not effect the data, 
because every data we got are stand by only one scale. When every data have same 
error, we should ignoring it. 
The unit scale of the glass beaker is 100mlthat means the true data is equal to the 
data we got +/- 50ml. In the part of pulse flow, we could take 900ml per time mostly, 
and more than 200ml, because visible scale of the beaker is from 200 to 900 ML that 
means the greatest percent error is [(+/-50)/900] % 5.55%; when we measured 
2000ml, we took three times by the glass breaker, which means 500ml per time, so the 
amount of error area is +/-50ml, the percent error is 5.55% * 3 = 16.65%. 
 
Measurement error 
In process of measurement, it maybe appeared ignore data. Because the measurement 
reader may make a big mistake, the data is far away from the real one.  
Although the number of percent error is big, the error can not affect the data enough. 
Because whether the scale is precise, the data we got always have the estimate number, 
the estimate numbers bring on the percent error. For this situation, we had repeated 
the experiment three times at least under every condition. The data be used in 
calculated are average number, that is very helpful to reduce error and avoided the 
ignore data. 
 
 
 
 
7.7.2 Error from the sandpapers  
Systems error: 
---scales on sandpapers  
The length of each unit scale is 0.5cm. If the sandpapers are pleated, the error is 
0.25(one-half unit). That is because when water did not just reach any mark on their 
brims, we thought two half of unit scale is one unit. (The picture is in the part of 
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experiment) 
 
From the datum (wetted perimeter P(H) P(M) P(L) of each slope) we can see, in the 
situation of Uniform flow, the minimum datum is 13.5 units of scale, that is 6.75cm, 
0.5cm/6.75cm is equal to about 7.41%, so the error is 7.41%; in the situation of Pulse 
flow, the minimum datum is 9.5 units of scale, that is 4.75cm, 0.5cm/4.75cm is equal 
to about 10.53%, so the error is 10.53%. 
        
---the superposition of sandpaper  
The length of the open channel is 6.5m; we could not find a piece of sandpaper which 
has the same length as the open channel. We put two same pieces of sandpapers on the 
surface of the open channel. At the same time, it brought a problem-in the joint of the 
two sandpapers, a part of one sandpaper is lapped above the other, that is why the 
P(M) is a less than the P(H)and P(L) under the situation of Uniform flow.(In theory, 
they should have increasing trend from P(H) to P(L)) 
 
Measurement error 
---distortion of sandpapers 
In the process of our experiment, we found a problem-the sandpapers were distorted 
after wetted by water. It causes the scales on sandpapers changing, but it is difficult 
for us to make sure how much the error area is. 
(Another opinion, with the time of using is more and more, the sandpapers distorted, 
but the change is not too much, only the margins of sandpapers changed. The clamps 
on the open channel’s two sides also can fix the sandpapers and do not let them have a 
great distortion) 
 
Error from Floor 
Systems error  
We use the ‘arbejds lyst’ (the ruler used to check the balance of plane) to check the 
floor of room where our equipment is, the floor is flat, however, we just can assume 
the floor is flat. Because the length of the ‘arbejds lyst’ is enough, the floor from P (H) 
to P(M) is flat, the floor from P(M) to P(L) is same, that not means the floor from P(H) 
to P(L) is flat. Strictly speaking, it is not flat in fact, and it can not be avoided. We can 
ignore this error deliberately, because the whole equipment on the floor, every slope 
has same affected from floor. That also can explain why the roughness is not very 
differently in three different slopes. 
 
Error about straight channel  
---First slope: we use plastic paper plug up the exit of channel, take amount of water 
in, adjusting the slope or channel until the form of water is looks like picture A 
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Figure 20: different shapes of measurements 
If any part of the water direction look so strange, (same as the picture B and C), we 
have to adjust every supporter. and we also use some shelves to support the channel. 
---Second and Third slopes: We found a method to make sure if the open channel 
keeps straight after changing slope. Two of group members took a thin rope and stood 
individually on the head and the end of the open channel, then drag powerfully the 
thin rope and fixed them on the P(H) and P(L). Another member inspected if the edge 
of channel was parallel with the rope. If there were, use some equipment to adjust it 
straight. The equipment is showing in the photo.   
 
P(H)                        picture A                        P(L) 
Picture B 
Picture C 
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Figure 21: fixrure 
                      
 
                                            P(H) 
 
                         P(L) 
                   
Figure 22: the whole channel 
 
                                              P(M) 
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Chapter 8. Discussion 
In the part of analysis, we can see the equation is fit on the flow happened in our 
equipment, however, the equation only fit one situation is not enough, in this part, we 
want to find whether our equation is suitably, through comparing three kinds of data 
group, one is pulse flow, one is constant flow, and other is a part area of the 
Mississippi River flow (we will call it M flow for short).We put them into two groups, 
and want to find what is the relationship between them: the pulse and M flow, the 
uniform flow and M flow.  
 
8.1 The pulse flow and M flow 
We cannot analyzed the results of roughness in our pulse flow experience, which were 
not good, however, the range of our results was out of normal behaves. All values 
were under the minimum value (0.009), it means the sandpaper is too smooth to cause 
enough friction slow down the speed of water flow and this situation is impossible, 
we have got the roughness results in another experience. 
 
The first reason we thought about is that we make some mistakes when we try to 
measure a flow like pulse. These mistakes might be a measuring method mistake. 
Perhaps we shouldn’t measure the Wet Perimeter like we thought about and this 
mistake may cause a big error for calculating the Hydraulic Radius, then related the 
wrong result to roughness calculation. 
 
The other one is we thought that our pulse flow experience is totally belong to 
non-uniform flow which is most existed in nature flow, we got wrong formulation to 
calculate roughness at that situation and we don’t want to analyze a very complex 
flow system like non-uniform flow.  
 
 
8.2 The uniform flow and M flow 
We proved that the equation could applied on our experiment channel, and how about 
a real river, like Mississippi River? 
 
Firstly, we have to explain the data about M flow. The M data are averages values 
over a long period where the river certainly was not always flowing with the same 
speed (we can not find the data about the flow at one time point), and in our 
experiment, the channel also have enough length, the data we used also are the 
average values (the analysis about it in the part of error) 
 
We collected the basic data of 1 mile part in the middle Mississippi River when the 
river flooding in 1993. 
These datum is from the following picture: 
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Figure 23: Middle Mississippi River 179miles to 180 miles from Ohio river gulf.   
Ref: http://www.mvs.usace.army.mil/engr/sid/rivermile.htm 
 
 
This pictrue is from the internet. It is from 179 miles to 180 miles in St. Louis. We 
want to get the datum of the river in this area. Because we focus on this area which is 
from St.Louis to Ohio river. So we choose a part to study. 
 
Width Hydraulic radius The highest 
depth in 1993 
Discharge  Slope  Crosssection 
area 
410m 14.1m 15.1m 5000cubic/
s 
3*10-4 6191m2 
Table 6 
Slope : Look at the pictrue, we can find the average elevation of  the 180 miles is 356.7 feet. And 
the average elevation of the 179 miles is 355.1 feet. And the length is 1 mile. So the slope is 
3*10-4. 
1mile = 1609.34m      1feet = 0.3048m      
Crosssection area : The area is like a hemicycle. But it is hard to calculate. So we image the 
area like a rectangle. And the width is 410m and the depth 15.1m. Then the area is 6191m2. 
Hydraulic radius : This is depend on the width, depth and cross-section area. The 
formulation is R=A/P. R is hydraulic radius. A is cross-section area. P = 2*depth + 
width. So the R is 14.1m. 
The roughness : Because we want to get the roughness of the Mississippi river to 
compare with our experiment. So we apply the formulation : V= 1/n*R2/3*S1/2. We 
have get R, S and V. So after calculation, the roughness of Mississippi river is 0.06. 
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R=15.1*2+410m 
S0=0.0003 
 
Through the two equations:  
V=1/n (R2/3* S01/2) 
V=Q/A 
 
We can get the roughness is 0.125, and if we consider about 15% error of this result, 
the value between 0.107 and 0.144  
If we look the values in the table 6, 
We can find there are two kind of conduit type adapted with our result, River earth, 
with weeds and poor alignment; Floodplain medium to dense brush, in winter.  
 
Through we found less information about the roughness of riverbed in this part, two 
sentences we found in the background article could prove our results. “Approximately 
80% of original along the river drained. Wetlands act as natural storage reservoirs for 
floodwaters.” (Ref23) we can get the type of riverbed is same as wetland. Because 
when the flooding is coming, flooding inundates the land of riverside, then the 
riverside become riverbed. The character of wetland is same as the sentence 
describing the result from the equation. 
 
In our experiment, all slope value is far from real river slope, that means maybe our 
equation is not accurate enough to assume the situation in Mississippi River, and there 
are a lot of factors caused the velocity changing every hour, every minute even every 
second. But we thought our experiment really do help us realized the flow situation in 
the Mississippi River. 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 9. Conclusion 
How does water flows in an open channel and rivers under normal conditions and 
when water comes as a pulse  
 
Flood problem have obsessed about thousands of years to human beings. Nowadays 
people could take advantage of advanced instruments to calculate data with tiny error 
and a lot of engineered formulations were invented to solve normal hydraulic 
problems. They also help us to define the flow condition and statement, we can more 
easily realize the whole process when the flood passing the cross-section in 
Mississippi Rive (St. Louise). To reply the problem formulation we said that if we 
calculate the data with our assumption (uniform flow), we do know the relationship 
between each factors and the formulation V=(1/n)R2/3S01/2  could explain what did it 
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affect each other in the great Mississippi River. In the other hand, for confirm the 
pulse statement, it is more complex to understand. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 10. Glossary  
Gage zero: the altitude of river’s bottom  
River stage: how much depth from the surface of water to the bottom 
Flooding stage: depth when flooding happening  
Highest stage record: the highest river stage in the history 
Feet: 30.48 centimeters 
Mile: 1 609.344meters 
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12. Appendix: 
 Appendix 1. Gage information of Upper Mississippi River 
gage zero(feet) river mile LAT LONG
St.louis   38 37 44 90 10 47
Engineers Depot 	 	 38 35 00 90 12 00
Jefferson Barracks  	 38 29 00 90 16 00
Waters Point 370.39 	 38 21 00 90 21 00
Brickeys 	  38 04 60 90 12 00
Little Rock Landing 
 
 38 00 00 90 03 00
Chester   37-54-00 89-49-50
Bishop Landing  	 37-49-00 89-42-00
Red Rock Landing 
	
  37-44-00 89-39-00
Grand Tower 
 	 37-38-10 89-30-33
Moccasin Springs 	  37-27-04 89-27-27
Cape Girardeau  
 37-18-06 89-31-05
Gravs Point 	  37-14-59 89-27-52
Thebes   37-13-00 89-27-50
Commerce 	  37-09-00 89-26-00
Price Landing 
  37 02 28 89 22 57
Thompson Landing 280 

 37 01 46 89 15 43
Birds Piont 274.53 
 36 58 22 89 09 29
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Appendix 2 
Data of 1993 flooding in Upper Mississippi River
river miles gage zero(feet) date highest record(feet) highest in AUG(feet)
St.louis   1-Aug  	
Engineers Depot 
 
  	 	

Jefferson Barracks 
    	

Waters Point 
 370.39   
Brickeys  
   

Little Rock Landing 	 	  
 	
Chester     

Bishop Landing 
    

Red Rock Landing  	
	  	 
	
Grand Tower 
 	  	 	
Moccasin Springs  
 
  	
Cape Girardeau 	  
  	
Gravs Point  
 
  

Thebes   
  
Commerce  
 
  
Price Landing  	  
 
Thompson Landing 		 280 
  329.35
Birds Piont 	 274.53   319.49
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Appendix 3. Experiment data 
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  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Uniform flow
Components slope S0 sandpaper pipes hydraulic radius R(cm) wetted perimeter P(H) wetted perimeter P(M) wetted perimeter P(L) measure amount 1 time 1 measure amount 2 time 2 measure amount 3time 3 cross-sectional area A(cm2) Quantity (cm3/s) average P(cm)ave velocity V(cmdepth D
initialing initialing initialing calculated measuring measuring measuring measuring measuringmeasuring measuring measuring measuring calculation calculation calculation calculation calculation
profile 1
S1  
1.1.1 0.0063 Sp1 pipe 1 0.8 	      
  	  	   

1.1.2 0.0063 Sp1 pipe 2 1.0      
    	  	 
 
1.1.3 0.0063 Sp1 pipe 3 1.1 	 	 
 	 	 	 
 	 
   
  
S2
1.2.1 0.0063 Sp2 pipe 1 0.8        	 		   	  
1.2.2 0.0063 Sp2 pipe 2 1.1 	 	 
  
  
  		   
  	
1.2.3 0.0063 Sp2 pipe 3 1.2 
 
 
	     	   
 
 
 

S3
1.3.1 0.0063 Sp3 pipe 1 0.8    	 	 	  
 	 
 
   
1.3.2 0.0063 Sp3 pipe 2 1.0   	  	  	   	 	 	  	
1.3.3 0.0063 Sp3 pipe 3 1.1 	 	 
 	 	 	 	
 	 	   
  	
S4
1.4.1 0.0063 Sp4 pipe 1 0.7  	   
  
       
1.4.2 0.0063 Sp4 pipe 2 1.0   	 
      	  	  
1.4.3 0.0063 Sp4 pipe 3 1.1 	 	 
  	 	 
 
 	   
  

profile 2
S1
2.1.1 0.0132 Sp1 pipe 1 0.7            
 	 
2.1.2 0.0132 Sp1 pipe 2 0.9            	  	
2.1.3 0.0132 Sp1 pipe 3 0.9    	 
 	  	 	 
  	  
S2
2.2.1 0.0132 Sp2 pipe 1 0.7        
   	   
2.2.2 0.0132 Sp2 pipe 2 0.9            	  
2.2.3 0.0132 Sp2 pipe 3 0.9     	 	 
	 	  
 
 	  
S3
2.3.1 0.0132 Sp3 pipe 1 0.6       
     	 
 
	
2.3.2 0.0132 Sp3 pipe 2 0.8      
  
    
 
 
2.3.3 0.0132 Sp3 pipe 3 0.9     
  		  	   	  
S4
2.4.1 0.0132 Sp4 pipe 1 0.6 	    
         

2.4.2 0.0132 Sp4 pipe 2 0.8            
  
2.4.3 0.0132 Sp4 pipe 3 0.9    	 
 	 
 	 
   	  
profile 3
S1
3.1.1 0.026 Sp1 pipe 1 0.5    	        	  
3.1.2 0.026 Sp1 pipe 2 0.6    
    
  
 	   

3.1.3 0.026 Sp1 pipe 3 0.7    	 	 	 	 	
 	  	  
 
S2
3.2.1 0.026 Sp2 pipe 1 0.5    	         	 
3.2.2 0.026 Sp2 pipe 2 0.6    	  	  	      

3.2.3 0.026 Sp2 pipe 3 0.7      	 	 	 
  	
   
S3
3.3.1 0.026 Sp3 pipe 1 0.4     	  	  	     	
3.3.2 0.026 Sp3 pipe 2 0.6      	 	 	    	  
	
3.3.3 0.026 Sp3 pipe 3 0.7    	  	 
 	 

    
 
S4
3.4.1 0.026 Sp4 pipe 1 0.5              
3.4.2 0.026 Sp4 pipe 2 0.6    	  
  
    	  
	
3.4.3 0.026 Sp4 pipe 3 0.7    	 
 	 
 	 
  
   
0.0003 14.064 
  	

H(end)cm H(head)cmslope number sandpaper
profile1 98.2  0.006308 Sp1 p400
profile2 98.7   Sp2 p60
profile3 99 
  Sp3 p220
Sp4 p120
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

	
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







	
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








	










	










	







  ! " # $
Dm surface width Bs roughness N s/m1/3 (0.009-0.2 ) F Re
calculation calculation initaled and calculated calculated calculated
	 
 

  36342
 	 
  44250
 	 
	  47800
0
	
   
 30381
 	 	 
 36205
 	 	  43366
0
	    34330

 	 
  44584
 	 


  48384
0
	 	 
	  34731
 	 
	  41530
 	 
	  45954
0
0
0
  
  43205

  

	  51365
  


	  61920
0
    40310

	  
 	 48085
  

	 	 59992
0
  

	  44408

  

  55273


  
	  60681
0
  

  46458

  	  51597
  
  62445
0
0
0
	  

 	 45242
  		 	
 53070
  

  66779
0
  
	  54290
  


  61495
   
 64044
0
    48430
   	 59838
  

  66442
0
  
  51082
  
	
 
 63018
 	 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Uniform flow
Components slope S0 sandpaper pipes hydraulic radius R(cm) wetted perimeter P(H) wetted perimeter P(M) wetted perimeter P(L) measure amount 1 time 1 measure amount 2 time 2 measure amount 3time 3 cross-sectional area A(cm2) Quantity (cm3/s) average P(cm)ave velocity V(cmdepth D
initialing initialing initialing calculated measuring measuring measuring measuring measuringmeasuring measuring measuring measuring calculation calculation calculation calculation calculation
profile 1
S1  
1.1.1 0.0063 Sp1 pipe 1 0.8 	      
  	  	   

1.1.2 0.0063 Sp1 pipe 2 1.0      
    	  	 
 
1.1.3 0.0063 Sp1 pipe 3 1.1 	 	 
 	 	 	 
 	 
   
  
S2
1.2.1 0.0063 Sp2 pipe 1 0.8        	 		   	  
1.2.2 0.0063 Sp2 pipe 2 1.1 	 	 
  
  
  		   
  	
1.2.3 0.0063 Sp2 pipe 3 1.2 
 
 
	     	   
 
 
 

S3
1.3.1 0.0063 Sp3 pipe 1 0.8    	 	 	  
 	 
 
   
1.3.2 0.0063 Sp3 pipe 2 1.0   	  	  	   	 	 	  	
1.3.3 0.0063 Sp3 pipe 3 1.1 	 	 
 	 	 	 	
 	 	   
  	
S4
1.4.1 0.0063 Sp4 pipe 1 0.7  	   
  
       
1.4.2 0.0063 Sp4 pipe 2 1.0   	 
      	  	  
1.4.3 0.0063 Sp4 pipe 3 1.1 	 	 
  	 	 
 
 	   
  

profile 2
S1
2.1.1 0.0132 Sp1 pipe 1 0.7            
 	 
2.1.2 0.0132 Sp1 pipe 2 0.9            	  	
2.1.3 0.0132 Sp1 pipe 3 0.9    	 
 	  	 	 
  	  
S2
2.2.1 0.0132 Sp2 pipe 1 0.7        
   	   
2.2.2 0.0132 Sp2 pipe 2 0.9            	  
2.2.3 0.0132 Sp2 pipe 3 0.9     	 	 
	 	  
 
 	  
S3
2.3.1 0.0132 Sp3 pipe 1 0.6       
     	 
 
	
2.3.2 0.0132 Sp3 pipe 2 0.8      
  
    
 
 
2.3.3 0.0132 Sp3 pipe 3 0.9     
  		  	   	  
S4
2.4.1 0.0132 Sp4 pipe 1 0.6 	    
         

2.4.2 0.0132 Sp4 pipe 2 0.8            
  
2.4.3 0.0132 Sp4 pipe 3 0.9    	 
 	 
 	 
   	  
profile 3
S1
3.1.1 0.026 Sp1 pipe 1 0.5    	        	  
3.1.2 0.026 Sp1 pipe 2 0.6    
    
  
 	   

3.1.3 0.026 Sp1 pipe 3 0.7    	 	 	 	 	
 	  	  
 
S2
3.2.1 0.026 Sp2 pipe 1 0.5    	         	 
3.2.2 0.026 Sp2 pipe 2 0.6    	  	  	      

3.2.3 0.026 Sp2 pipe 3 0.7      	 	 	 
  	
   
S3
3.3.1 0.026 Sp3 pipe 1 0.4     	  	  	     	
3.3.2 0.026 Sp3 pipe 2 0.6      	 	 	    	  
	
3.3.3 0.026 Sp3 pipe 3 0.7    	  	 
 	 

    
 
S4
3.4.1 0.026 Sp4 pipe 1 0.5              
3.4.2 0.026 Sp4 pipe 2 0.6    	  
  
    	  
	
3.4.3 0.026 Sp4 pipe 3 0.7    	 
 	 
 	 
  
   
0.0003 14.064 
  	

H(end)cm H(head)cmslope number sandpaper
profile1 98.2  0.006308 Sp1 p400
profile2 98.7   Sp2 p60
profile3 99 
  Sp3 p220
Sp4 p120
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Dm surface width Bs roughness N s/m1/3 (0.009-0.2 ) F Re
calculation calculation initaled and calculated calculated calculated
	 
 

  36342
 	 
  44250
 	 
	  47800
0
	
   
 30381
 	 	 
 36205
 	 	  43366
0
	    34330

 	 
  44584
 	 


  48384
0
	 	 
	  34731
 	 
	  41530
 	 
	  45954
0
0
0
  
  43205

  

	  51365
  


	  61920
0
    40310

	  
 	 48085
  

	 	 59992
0
  

	  44408

  

  55273


  
	  60681
0
  

  46458

  	  51597
  
  62445
0
0
0
	  

 	 45242
  		 	
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  

  66779
0
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	  54290
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